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Abstract

MP3 E-Commerce Application

Dong Yang

As an e-commerce application, the MP3 online shopping cart presents a general structure of a Web application. It is made up of a Web server, a server side application, and a database as backend. Also, it includes a simple search system, an online payment processing and secure transaction clearing.

This project will emphasize on setting up a Web server with SSL (Secure Sockets Layer Protocol) model, shopping cart design, database design, and secure online transaction handling. This shopping cart is built in the Apache Web Server with SSL model. Using the PHP4 program the server side application. The MySQL is used as its database.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

E-Commerce, Electronic Commerce, is the buying and selling of products and services by businesses and consumers over the internet. Typically there are three types of E-commerce transactions: B2B (business to business) (i.e., www.Cisco.com), B2C (business to consumer) (i.e., retailers), and C2C (consumer to consumer) (i.e., www.eBay.com). This project presents a B2C E-commerce application – MP3 online shopping cart.

1.1 MP3 and MP3 Sites
Normally, the music is stored as tracks in the CD-ROM or wave files. The wave file is standard the audio signal format. MP3 standards for MPEG1 layer 3. Normally, if a high quantity 12 minutes length music is stored as .wav file on the media, its size will be about 60M. After compression, this music can be saved as MP3 format and its size is only 3.5M. Besides it can keep the original music’s quality. For example, the high quality original stereo music has several features that include 44 bits, 170 kb/s speed. In the MP3 format, it almost reaches these original indexes so that MP3 music could keep the high quality stereo music. [1]

Since MP3 music format was introduced several years ago, it makes it possible for the high quality and full length music to be transferred over the Internet. There are a huge number of Web sites distributing the MP3 music, including the big commercial sites such as www.napster.com, www.mp3.com, and www.audiosurge.com, etc. and many individual web sites. They are distributing almost all types of music. Anyone can find any music or song he loves on the Internet.
When the MP3 music is distributing wildly through the Internet, the copyright issue is becoming more and more important. MP3 itself is simply a file format. It is the content embodied in an MP3 file that makes it legal or illegal. Everyone can remember the lawsuit about Napster’s copyright issue [2]. Since Napster.com appears on the Internet, people can freely download a variety of music. This makes most people happy, but it also leads to a Web law issue – copyright issue. This kind of lawsuit will be going on in the MP3 free world. All these issues make a legal MP3 site – an MP3 online shopping system necessary.

1.2 MP3 Shopping Cart
Shopping carts are essential to online store automation. A shopping cart provides customers with a "virtual" shopping solution where they can browse items for sell and place the ones they wish to purchase in their "shopping cart" until they are ready to "checkout".

The customer can view the contents of their cart, remove a specific product, or add an item to their cart at anytime by clicking on a link or button. Then when they are ready to purchase their items, they simply go to the "checkout" and pay for their purchases via a secure order form.

The shopping cart integrates electronic mail, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Internet, and similar techniques into a comprehensive, electronic-based system encompassing business functions such as grant application, procurement, payment, supply management, transportation and facility operations. [3]
A normal shopping will include all the tools needed to set up and operate a fully featured online store. It is made up of a Web Server (e.g. Apache, Apache Cocoon, IIS...), Server side programming (e.g. ASP, PHP, Perl, JSP...), and a Database as backend (e.g. MySQL, Oracle...). In this project, Apache, PHP4, and MySQL were used on the Linux platform.

For the PHP shopping cart, it will utilize PHP and other scripting technology (e.g. HTML, JavaScript), making it compatible with virtually every server and browser platform on the web. The following features should be included in a general shopping cart:

- Displays Items, Quantity, Item Sub Total, and Order Total in real time.
- Supports fractional unit pricing (pricing per unit of measurement).
- Products can have style menus, such as size, color, style, etc.
- Supports multiple shipping models (single, tiered, and aggregate).
- Supports standard, second day, overnight, and international shipping.
- Supports unlimited number of items and catalog pages.
- Includes search engine for unlimited product searches.
- Validates all entries, including credit card number and expiration date.
- Displays customized thank you page after order is submitted.
- Sends automatic e-mail order confirmation to customer and webmaster.
- Customers can store their profile to be used for future orders.
- Products can be added, modified and deleted from Database.
- Product pages can be designed and laid out in any fashion.
- Functions can be customized to specifications.
In this project, however, the shopping cart will hold the MP3 music. Some features have to be changed and some special features are needed. For example:

- Downloading and listening music sample will be allowed. It is very important, because customers will have the feeling that they were shopping in the real music store.
- Customers may download the MP3 music, which they bought, after payment since MP3 music is transferred over Internet.
- The quantity columns will be eliminated, since the MP3 music is stored in the file.
- The shipping choice will be eliminated. Customers will download the MP3 music file immediately after payment.
- The online payment transaction application, which can authorize transaction immediately, will be needed.

Although this MP3 shopping cart won’t be used as practical shopping, it includes all the modules of the shopping system. The detailed design and implementation will be discussed later. An announcement about the music copyright is given in the Policy page.

In this report, the development of MP3 shopping cart road map will be presented. In Section 2, the setting of the shopping cart environment will be discussed, especially the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer). In Section 3, the database design and shopping cart module design will be covered. In Section 4, detailed module implementation will be presented. The PHP4’s language special features will be covered too. The conclusion and future work on MP3 online shopping cart will be given in Section 5.
Chapter 2 Setting a Web server and development environment

The first step of building MP3 shopping system is environment development. Recently, there are many web servers can be chosen, such as IIS from Microsoft, Apache from the Apache Software Foundation, etc. Obviously, each of them has its own advantages. There are also several types of platform, such as Linux, Windows NT, and Solaris. As the server side programming language, there are PHP, Perl, and JSP etc. For the database engine, there are MySQL, MS-SQL, Oracle, etc. First, a Web server is built using these parts. Then a SSL server is set up to provide to secure transactions. Finally, the MP3 shopping cart can be deployed.

In this project, the MP3 shopping cart is built on Linux, Apache, PHP and MySQL with the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer protocol) model. The detailed information on installation of these can be easily found in their own manual. This section only discusses how to choose the system environment, and why choose them.

2.1 Choosing development platform
Whereas Windows operating system has the largest market share in PC computers. Linux has been accepted by PC’s users. There are several differences between these two operating systems. On some aspects, Windows 2000 does better (i.e. GUI) and on the other aspects Linux does better (i.e. security).

In the case of Linux, since it is a UNIX-based kernel, it has reliability and security that comes with UNIX. It is open source so that bugs are fixed rapidly. One huge advantage
Linux has is that it is free. Windows requires licensing. Linux is getting to the point where it is getting close to compatibility with Windows platforms. It has large memory support now.[4]

On the contrary, the Windows has some mature aspects to it, where Linux is still getting up to speed. Linux, although it is based upon the 30-year-old basic operating principles of UNIX, has still only been around about 10 to 12 years as an operating system itself. With that in mind, there are a lot of ease-of-use features in Windows and administrative things in Windows that far outpace Linux today. Those more user-friendly aspects make Windows much more attractive for widespread deployment on desktops and servers.

In the project, the purpose is to build a Web Server for the shopping cart. This server should have high security and reliability. Everyone can remember, since Web entered into people’s lives, the security has been a serious problem in the Windows NT (even in Windows 2000). Recently, the Red Code worm virus has attacked thousands IIS Web servers.[4] This trouble is enough for us to consider whether we use Windows and IIS to build the Web server. According to the shopping cart’s need, Linux is a better choice than Windows.

2.2 Choosing Web server
There are two major Web servers on the market. They are Internet Information Server (IIS) from Microsoft and Apache Web Server from Apache Software Foundation. While IIS with Windows NT provides a friendly user interface for uses, the Apache with Linux is providing a free way to build a reliable Web server. With these two products, making a
decision is not easy. We have to compare them in detail so that we can choose one of them based on its advantages and the goal of the Web server. Here, the comparison will be focused on their Standards Support, Web Server Prerequisites, Development Model, Administration Considerations, Log Considerations, Process/Thread Considerations, and Security Considerations.

**Standard Support**

Standards support is very important in many government contracts and procurements. The following table 2.1 summarizes the standards support implemented by Apache and IIS [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Apache</th>
<th>IIS</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP 1.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C’s extended log format</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>A commercial plug-in SNMP module is available for Apache from Covalent that provides real-time management information for server access statistics, activity, load and utilization as well as on-the-fly configuration changes. More information is available at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Server</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ISAPI extension modules are written by third parties and available as part of the Apache distribution. Apache supports ISAPI extensions but it does not support ISAPI filters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Program</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface (ISAPI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebDAV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Part of Apache 2.0 functionality. WebDAV, which stands for Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning, is a standard under development by W3C, for Web-based collaborative document development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>A module is available for Apache that provides strong cryptography for the Apache 1.3 Web server SSL 2/3 and TLS 1 (Transport Layer Security 1) protocols. However, this module can be used only outside the United States for free. In the United States, you can use it for noncommercial purposes for free if you use RSAREF (because of various patents held by RSA).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Comparison between Apache and IIS in the basic support
Web Server Prerequisites

A major difference between Apache and IIS is the prerequisites. While Apache is available for many UNIX versions, Linux, Windows and OS/2, IIS can run only in the Windows environment. What’s more, the latest version of IIS will run only on Windows 2000 server. The table 2.2 shows a comparison between Apache and IIS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Apache</th>
<th>IIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS dependency</td>
<td>Unix, Linux, Windows, OS/2</td>
<td>Windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware platform</td>
<td>Wide range of hardware supported by the different operating systems, including Intel and SPARC.</td>
<td>Those supported by Windows.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Comparison between Apache and IIS in the Web server prerequisites

Development Model

Besides the fact that Apache is free if the user downloads the software, the other major difference between IIS and Apache is that the source for Apache is freely available. The free source model has increased the development of Apache functions through many volunteer programmers (and recently from IBM), resulting in a fairly rapid pace of functional enhancements. In addition, Apache is modular in structure, permitting Apache users to pick and choose modules to fit their requirements [6]. By comparison, user’s ability to customize IIS functionality is limited. Apache’s freely available source has also produced fairly quick bug fixes. Overall, Apache’s development model has resulted in a robust, reliable Web server.
On the other hand, IIS is typical of many Microsoft Windows-based products. It supports the Windows GUI and provides integration with other Windows mechanisms, such as Active Directory, MS SQL Server and Windows Security services. IIS also leverages the benefits of COM+. On the downside, IIS requires additional Microsoft products, such as Windows 2000 or Active Directory [5]. This dependency causes a worry of potential lock in to Microsoft products and strategy for some companies.

**Administration Considerations**

Both Apache and IIS provide many built-in administration functions. These functions include:

- Web server administration using scripts for commonly performed functions.
- Support for multiple hardware virtual servers using separate IP addresses.
- The ability to manage multiple Web servers as one server.
- Support for multiple software virtual servers using host headers.

Unlike Apache, IIS provides GUI support for server administration. One of the projects under the auspices of the Apache Software Foundation is to develop a graphical configuration tool for Apache.

Besides administrative GUI support, IIS also provides the ability to administer one or more IIS Web servers from a Web browser. IIS also provides some common administration functions available with other Microsoft products, such as a setup wizard and unattended/remote setup and maintenance. IIS even provides integration with
Windows operating system functions such as directory services, backup and restore of IIS configuration information and the Windows performance monitor (to view IIS performance data).

Log Considerations

Both Apache and IIS can write to multiple logs using standard and extended log formats (from the W3C) and can even support custom logging [5]. They permit logging to text files. Both of them also let you automatically close an aging log file and open a new file based on elapsed time.

Here again, IIS provides better integration with Windows OS facilities. For example, IIS can write file security and application events to the Windows event log, which can then be viewed using standard Windows tools, such as Event Viewer. IIS also provides logging to any ODBC database. In fact, multiple IIS servers can log to a single ODBC database. Logging to an ODBC database in Apache is possible, but only through an add-on [5]. Likewise, modules are available outside the official Apache distribution that provides log file analysis, data distribution and so on.

Process/Thread Considerations

Both IIS and Apache provide isolation between different Web client access requests. Apache, in its current standard distribution, forks processes in response to incoming Web client requests. This approach tends to be more resource-intensive than spawning threads
within a process, which is the approach adopted by IIS. However, thread support will be one of the main enhancements to arrive with Apache 2.0.

**Security Considerations**

Both Apache and IIS support basic security features out of the box. These include:

- Restrict access by domain name
- Restrict access by user
- Restrict access by group
- Restrict access by directory and/or file
- Restrict access by IP address
- Basic HTTP user authorization with clear-text passwords

However, IIS provides the ability to integrate Web server security with Windows security features. Moreover, Windows 2000 can store its ACLs in Active Directory and support authentication using digital certificates (such as those that conform to the X.509 certificate standards) [6]. IIS can then leverage these security mechanisms directly.

Comparing Apache and IIS, Apache is a secure alternative to IIS. First, Apache doesn't install a lot of extra programs. A default Apache doesn't install any Apache modules (extensions) at all - just a basic web server. By default, Windows NT and IIS install seven external Dynamic Link Library (DLL) files plus FrontPage server extensions. Every one of these eight components has had security updates since Windows NT was shipped. Second, Apache components, if they are installed, run as privileged user, so if a buffer overflow occurs, damage is minimal. Conversely, Microsoft IIS allows system-level
access, thereby potentially granting root (super user) permission. Any user, even a remote one, who has root permission can access, change, and delete any file anywhere on the system. Finally, Apache gets all of its configurations from a single file, httpd.conf. Microsoft IIS gathers configuration data from several files.

For the Web server security reason, the Apache Web server is used in the shopping cart system.

2.3 Choosing server side language and database
After setting the Web server for shopping cart, choosing the server side language and database is another difficult issue because there are a couple of languages available for developing Web project, such as PHP, Perl, and Java servlets. After comparing these, there are enough reasons to choose PHP and MySQL.

PHP is a server side language designed specifically for the Web. It is freely provided in www.php.net. PHP is more competitive than others on the following aspects.

- High performance: When developers focus on language performance, developers can find PHP very efficient. Using a single inexpensive server, developers can serve millions of hits per day.

- Interfaces to many different database systems: It has native connections available to many database systems. In addition to MySQL, developers can directly connect to PostgreSQL, mSQL, Oracle, dbm, filePro, Hyperwave, Infomix, InterBase, and Sybase, among others. Furthermore, developers can connect to any database that provides an ODBC driver in the Microsoft’s products.
• Built-in libraries for many common Web tasks: Because PHP was designed for use on the Web, it has many built-in functions for performing many useful Web-related tasks. You can generate GIF image on-the-fly, connect to other network services, send email, work with cookies, and generate PDF documents, all with just a few lines of codes.

• Low cost: It is free. Anyone can download the latest version at any time from www.php.net

• Ease of learning and use: PHP’s syntax is based on other programming languages, primarily C and Perl. Developers can use PHP almost immediately. if developers have knowledge on C or Perl or C-like languages such as C++, Java.

• Portability: PHP is available for many different operating systems. It can work with free UNIX like operating system such as Linux, commercial UNIX version such as Solaris, or different version of Microsoft Windows. Developers’ code will usually work without any modification on the different system running PHP.

• Availability of source code: PHP provides free source code so that you can modify or add something into the language if developers want. The constant peer-review and the world-wide test team allows the PHP team to create a production quality PHP engine much faster than any closed source company could.

For the database, MySQL is a good choice to develop a Web application. Comparing it with other main type databases (such as PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle), it has many strengths. They are as follows.

• High performance: MySQL is undeniably fast.
• Low cost: It is available at no cost, under an Open Source license, or at low cost under a commercial license if required for developers' application.

• Ease of use: Most modern databases use SQL. If you have used another RDBMS, developers should have no trouble adapting to MySQL. It is also easier to set up than many similar products.

• Portability: MySQL can be used on many different UNIX systems as well as under Microsoft Windows.

When PHP integrates with MySQL, it is simply language. There are lots of PHP tools to manage and maintain MySQL databases [7]. The feature set is complete compared to other databases. For example, there are very useful functions like mysql_insert_id (Get the id generated from the previous INSERT operation) and mysql_affected_rows (Get number of affected rows in previous MySQL operation) which are not available for other database products.

For MP3 shopping cart, first thing must be considered is Web server security. Then the low cost must be also considered. Therefore, PHP and MySQL combo is very good choice with their obvious strengths.

2.4 Setting SSL into the Web Server
For a shopping cart, it must provide an online secure transaction. This allows developer to implement a transaction between shopper and a user securely from end to end. In the MP3 shopping cart, for example, there are a couple of modules that need high security, such as the Registration module, in which user inputs private information and stores in
database and the check out module, in which the shopping cart shows user's private information. Consequently, using SSL (Secure Sockets Layer protocol) in the Web server is the most important.

The Secure Sockets Layer protocol suite was originally designed by Netscape to facilitate secure communication between Web server and Web browsers. It has since been adopted as the unofficial standard method for browsers and servers to exchange sensitive information.

A typical Web application, which is built by Linux, Apache, PHP, and MySQL, is shown in figure 2.1.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 2.1 User information is stored or processed in a typical Web application.

The details of each transaction occurring in the system will vary, depending both on the system design and on the user data and actions that triggered the transaction. As shown in
figure 2.1. the Web application system consists of three parts. They are the user’s machine, the Internet, and the Web server. Obviously, in the shopping cart system, we can do nothing in the user’s machine and Internet for secure transaction. Fortunately, both Netscape and Internet Explorer support SSL and most Web servers include SSL functionality, or can accept it as an add-on module. We just put the SSL module to the Web server so that we can protect user’s private information.

Networking protocol and software that implements them are usually arranged as a stack of layer. Its structure is illustrated in figure 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>FTP</th>
<th>SMTP</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP/UDP</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application Layer
Transport Layer
Network Layer
Host to Network Layer

Figure 2.2 the protocol stack used by an application layer protocol

Each layer can pass data to the layer above or below, and request services of the layer above or below. When using HTTP transfer information, the HTTP protocol calls on the TCP, which in turn relies on the IP. This protocol in turn needs an appropriate protocol for the network hardware being used to take packets of data and send them as an electrical signal to the destination.

After adding the SSL as additional transparent layer to this model, the stack of layer will change to figure 2.3 [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>SSL handshake</th>
<th>SSL change</th>
<th>SSL Alert</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Application Layer
Figure 2.3 SSL adds an additional layer to the protocol stack.

As figure 2.3 shows, the SSL layer exists between the transport layer and the application layer. It modifies the data from HTTP application before giving it to the transport layer to send it to its destination. The SSL is theoretically capable of providing a secure transaction environment for protocols other than HTTP. The SSL layer provides the same interface to protocols above it as the underlying transport layer. It then transparently deals with handshaking, encryption, and decryption.

When data is sent over an SSL connection, the following steps occur:

1. It is broken into manageable packets.
2. Each packet is (optionally) compressed.
3. Each packet has a message authentication code (MAC) calculated using a hashing algorithm.
4. The MAC and compressed data are combined and encrypted.
5. The encrypted packets are combined with header information and sent to the network.
In the user side, the typical web pages’ links is http://. When their data will be handled as the secure transaction, users will see the web page link to https://. After adding the SSL into Web server, the Web application system processing is also changed to figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Web Application processing after adding the SSL into Web server

Figure 2.4 illustrates a Web application processing with SSL model. Here, the MP3 shopping cart will be used as an example to explain this processing.

1. The user clicks on a link to MP3 shopping cart from his web browser; his web browser sends the request for http://dumbo.concordia.ca/shopsnd/topsale.php.

2. Apache server at Dumbo gets this request for topsale.php. It knows that .php files are handled by PHP preprocessor (mod_PHP). Because mod_PHP has been specified in the Apache configuration file, it tells PHP to deal with this request.

3. topsale.php is a PHPscript that contains commands. One of these commands is to open a connection to a database and grab data. PHP handles the connection to the database, and interprets the SQL calls to extract data from the database.
4. The database gets the connection requests from the PHP interpreter, and processes the request. The request could be something like a simple select statement or update statement.

5. The database then sends the response and results back to PHP interpreter.

6. Apache sends the PHP information back to the user’s web browser, as the response to his request. The user now sees a web page containing information from a database.

However, some links in the MP3 shopping cart are in secure connection because those pages contain the information that need protection, such as Registration, Login, change password, update user’s profile, and Checkout, etc. For example, if the user click on Registration, his web browser will send the request for https://dumbo.concordia.ca/shopsnd/member_register.php, then the process would be different.

7. Every request and response is encrypted and decrypted at both ends. That is, the web browser connects to Apache server, obtains its public encryption key, encrypts the request and sends it over.

8. The Apache server sees the request decrypts it and authenticates it. It processes the file, encrypts it and sends it over. The web browser then decrypts it with the server’s key. Since the connections are encrypted, different ports are used. Port 80 is used in the non-secure connection, while Port 443 is used in the secure connection.
Although the Web server, server side language, database, and SSL are combined, the real secure online transaction also includes other items that have to be done, such as secure storage, web page organization, and online payment strategy. These context designs are discussed in next chapter.
Chapter 3  Design a MP3 online shopping cart

The term online shopping cart is used to describe a specific online shopping mechanism. As figure 2.4 illustrates, a real shopping cart system should include server side application and MySQL besides Apache server. Combined PHP scripts and HTML make shopping cart’s GUI and functions in the server side program. The database stores the music catalog and others data in different tables. The following two sub-sections will present the database design and shopping cart design.

3.1 Database Design
MySQL, as back end of the MP3 shopping cart, stores the music online catalog and user’s information. The online catalog keeps all the information of the music. Users can search music in the database. The shopping cart allows a user to register: therefore, a database is needed to keep the user’s information so that users can purchase their music without inputting the private information again. Moreover, it should also keep the transaction information and the administrator’s information, such as username, password.

In order to implement all modules in the shopping cart, four tables will be created. They are:

- **musicshop**: It stores the MP3 music information, such as title, artist, subject, genre, etc..
- **transaction**: It stores the transaction information, such as username, music id, purchase date.
- **userinfo**: It keeps the user’s private information, such as name, address, phone number, username, password, etc.
• administrator: It stores the administrator’s username and password.

**musicshop table**

Unlike the normal shopping cart (e.g. book store), MP3 shopping cart needs to deal with issue of storing the MP3 file, which is binary file. This issue should be considered when creating the musicshop table. When facing this problem, there are two solutions.

One solution is to store the MP3 binary data into the database directly. It is the easiest solution. Like most database, MySQL has the ability of storing binary data. However, it makes a lot of trouble for the shopping cart. Although the size of an MP3 file is much smaller than the original .wav file, it is at least 3MB. A music shop generally keeps thousands of various music CDs (One CD has average 50 – 60 minutes music.). While compressing this huge number music to MP3 files, the total size will be over 50 GB. This won’t be accepted by MySQL. On the other hand, since users will download the full length MP3 after payment processing, if the database stores the MP3 binary data, users will have to retrieve huge amount data from database while occupying bandwidth of Web server. These lead to limited number of active users. Therefore, this solution is not suitable for MP3 online shopping system.

Another solution is that MP3 files are stored in a separate. The database only keeps the reference of the each MP3 file. The reference is the exact path of the MP3 file in the server. Typically, the path is not over 100 characters; therefore, the MySQL database has enough ability to deal with the MP3 online store. The other aspect, when users download
MP3 music. They only interact with Web server instead of database. This strategy is shown in figure 3.1.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.1 The user download the MP3

1. The user sends a query to Web server.

2. PHP connects to database and get the result of the query – a reference to MP3 file.

3. The user downloads the MP3 file.

The musicshop table is created as in figure 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Extra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>int(12)</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>auto_increment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unsigned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music_type</td>
<td>varchar(30)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>varchar(60)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub_title</td>
<td>varchar(60)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artist</td>
<td>varchar(40)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample_file_reference</td>
<td>varchar(80)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The `sample_file_reference` and `full_file_reference` are the URL for the MP3 sample file and full length file (as discussed previously). The `image_reference` is a URL for the music CD cover image. The `music_type` and `artist` store the genre of music and artist's name. The `subject` keeps the description of the music, for example, music publishing background or artists' introduction. The `id`, `free` and `sale_count` are special fields, used for system process. The `id` as the primary key of the table, not only speeds the system retrieving data from database, but also simplify the parameter transmitted among pages. The `free` field keeps a flag value, "yes" or "no" so that system can know which music can be provided in the Free music page. The `sale_count` is integer field and it is filled default value "0". According to this value, the system can publish the music of top sale to the Top sale page. The Top sale and Free music pages will be introduced later.

**transaction table**

The transaction table is used to store the users' transaction. It is created as shown figure 3.3.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Extra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b_id</td>
<td>int(11)</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td></td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>auto_increment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music_id</td>
<td>int(12)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shopping_data</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
music_id, shopping_data, and username are used to store the record. This record shows which music is bought by which user in which date. It makes shopper to check the transaction notes easily from the online payment processing company.

**userinfo table**

The system requires the users to register before they purchase music. Although online payment processing needs user's private information, such as name, address, credit card number, credit card expiry date and others in the purchase stage, users can avoid reentering these information during each shopping. Once they register in system, they only need confirm their private information in the Check out page.

However, everybody knows that if someone gets these information together at the same time, especially credit card number and credit card expiry date, he can purchase anything in any online stores no matter whether this credit card is his or not. So, we must consider how to prevent other people from getting these information together at the same time. On the other hand, the online payment processing application from www.itransact.com is integrated into this project. This application spilt the users' private information into two parts. The general information is obtained from the shopping cart system, and the credit card number and expiry date are entered in the page of www.itransact.com. Therefore, the table userinfo shouldn't keep the information about the credit card.
This table userinfo is created as figure 3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Extra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>username</td>
<td>varchar(15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password</td>
<td>varchar(20)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pwd_rem_q</td>
<td>varchar(40)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first_name</td>
<td>varchar(20)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last_name</td>
<td>varchar(20)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address</td>
<td>varchar(64)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>city</td>
<td>varchar(32)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>varchar(32)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country</td>
<td>varchar(32)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postcode</td>
<td>varchar(32)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone</td>
<td>varchar(32)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>varchar(40)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4 table userinfo

Although all the fields in the table are allowed null, users cannot leave these fields empty because an error control, which checks if the form is filled completely by users, is in the GUI of shopping cart system.

**administrator table**

Since there is an administration module in the shopping cart system, the table "administrator" is needed. This last table is administrator. This table is simpler than the
others. It keeps only the administrator’s username and password. It is created as shown in Figure 3.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Extra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>username</td>
<td>varchar(15)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password</td>
<td>varchar(15)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.5 table administrator

3.2 Shopping cart Design
The MP3 shopping cart is made up of four main parts. They are catalog, shopping cart, online payment and administration. The parts of catalog, shopping cart, and administration include several separate functions. But in the administration part, all the modules interact with users. Therefore, there are two basic views of the shopping cart system: the user view and the administrator view. The shopping cart design will come up with these two system flows.

3.2.1 The user view Design
An MP3 online shopping cart should make the user feel like shopping in a real music shop while feeling more comfortable. It should have friendly user interface, easy search functions and purchase operations.

In this project, a special function is introduced: it allows a user to listen to any pieces of sample music the user is interested in. When users click the link of the sample music, they can download the sample music file into their computer. Several pieces of the 30-second sample music are provided in the system. This sample music file which is only
400 – 500 bytes is small enough so that users using low speed modem (e.g. 28.8k) can easily download.

Since this is MP3 music shopping mall, this site should provide free MP3 player software to users. These players should include different platform applications. For example, Microsoft Media player and Winamp are in Windows, FreecAmp is in the Linux/UNIX or Windows and XMMS is in Linux. The shopping cart has a clearly displayed notice of music copyright.

A typical procedure followed by users is as follows: users browse the music catalog, listen to sample music, add the music into the user’s cart, check out, make online payment using credit card, and download the music. The user’s view of the MP3 shopping cart is shown in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 shows the main link between scripts in the user part of the system. A customer will come first to the main page, which provides links to different modules. From there, the customer can get the sample music, purchase music, and get the full length music. In order to simplify the purchase process, the user is required to register before using this system. For the user view, the navigation of site is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7 The hierarchy of the web pages for the user view

In this illustration, the administration module is omitted because it is for user view. Although there are links from the home page to shopping cart page, the user has to login first. The reason is that user's information is directly input from the database in the check out page. The user deals with the elaborate registration form only once. In the check out
page, she has the option of modifying her private information stored in the database. The system also allows the users to update their profiles if necessary.

For the online shopping cart, the online payment process is a special and important part. The following three are the main transaction clearing mechanisms for it:

- Sign up with a transaction clearing provider. There are many alternatives here depending on the area the user lives in. Some of these will offer real-time clearing, and others won't. Whether the user needs live clearing depends on the service you are offering. If the user is providing a service online, the user will most likely want it; if you are shipping goods, it's less crucial. Either way, you are not responsible for storing credit card numbers.

- Send a credit card number to merchants via encrypted email, for example, by using PGP or GPG. When merchants receive and decrypt the email, merchants can process these transactions manually.

- Store the credit card numbers in the merchant's database. The merchant can process these transactions without any users' inputting and emailing.

The last one is easy to implement in the system. But it is not a good idea. If the system uses this mechanism, you must guarantee that both your web server and database are 100 percent secure. In the past three years, we often hear the news about hackers stealing user's credit card number from some online companies. Recently, most companies have realized the seriousness of the problem is if they are attacked by hacker. So, they have given up this mechanism.
The second mechanism, in fact, is manual processing. The online shopping benefits both the user and the shopper. It provides comfortable and convenient shopping for the user. It also saves the shopper’s time and human resource. This transaction mechanism needs manual handling of the transaction, so it doesn’t reflect the strength of online shopping cart. Therefore, it is not a good choice.

The first mechanism makes the shopping cart system avoid storing the credit card number. The transaction processing is processed by a third party. It also includes real-time clearing so that it can meet the most online shopping cart’s needs. It improves the online transaction’s security. Consequently, it is the best choice among these three transaction processing mechanisms. It is applied into this project.

There are several ways to incorporate online transaction into the system. One is adding a module, which is CCVS module in PHP. The detailed information is in the PHP4 manual. Another is using third party application, such as Mainstreet, Cybercash, etc. There are two considerations when choosing which scheme is used in the MP3 online shopping cart.

One is that this transaction processing application must have the PHP API because this shopping cart is built in PHP scripts. And it can provide the free test version since this MP3 shopping cart is only an academic project. Another consideration is that it can process the credit card clearing for the transaction immediately.
MP3 shopping cart is a little bit different from other shopping carts, such as online book store, and online computer shopping mall, etc. In these shopping carts, as users browse an online catalog, users can add items to their shopping carts. When they finish the browsing, users check out of the online store – that is, purchase the items in their cart. This processing is illustrated in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 The normal shopping cart structure

1. Users browse the products catalog.
2. Users check their cart or add items in their cart.
3. Users check out items from cart, and confirm the purchase.
4. The transaction goes to the payment processing. If it is successful, the user will receive their items in a few days. The purchase is complete.
5. The administrator modifies the online catalog.
The MP3 shopping cart, however, is more like service online. It allows users to listen to the sample music before adding items to their shopping cart. In the purchase stage, unlike normal shopping cart that has at least one day shipping duration, users can download the full length music immediately after purchase. So it needs a real-time clearing. These lead to a specific design of the database, server side modules, and online payment. The figure 3.1 will be changed to figure 3.9.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.9 The MP3 shopping cart structure**

1. The user browses the music catalog and plays the sample of music.
2. The user adds the music to her cart or views items in her cart.
3. The user checks out items from cart and confirms the purchase.
4. The transaction goes to the payment processing. If it is successful, the online payment processing company will email shopper a transaction receipt.
5. If payment processing is successful, the user can download the music he just bought. The purchase is complete.
6. The administrator modifies the online catalog.
Note: If the online payment processing fails (e.g. the user’s credit card number is invalid), the user will go back to shopping cart.

The CCVS module (see PHP4 manual) in PHP is easy to integrate into the PHP shopping cart system. It also provides both real-time and normal transaction clearing. Unfortunately, it doesn’t provide a free test version for us. If developers want to build a real PHP online shopping cart, CCVS is the best choice.

For this project, we have to choose a third party application and embed MP3 shopping cart system. According to the above considerations, the iTransact (www.iTransact.com) is a suitable application. It has three services on transaction clearing, are include real-time transaction clearing. iTransact has simple API, which is HTML form submitting. This API is almost suitable for any online shopping cart system since most shopping carts are built using a script language and HTML combo. Furthermore, it allows us to create a test merchant account. Using test credit card number, we can test all functions in the MP3 shopping cart. The detailed integration will be presented in the implementation part.

3.2.2 The administrator view Design
Administration is an important part in the shopping cart system. Its functions are only for the administrator. So it has its own GUI. It includes inserting new music into database, deleting the existing music from database, editing information of the music and changing password. The administrator view of the MP3 shopping cart is illustrated as figure 3.10.
As database design, this project uses the database to store only the music information and the reference of the MP3 files. In this part, we discuss the procedures used by the administrator to put the MP3 files and the MP3 sample files of music in the database.

There are two solutions for this. One is putting a function in the *Insert new music* module. While updating information for new music, the corresponding MP3 and sample music files are uploaded to the corresponding directory. This method also extends to Edit the existing music and Delete the music. The advantages of this method are that administrators can complete their work easily and they can work in anywhere. However, we know that the uploading speed is much slower than downloading speed with HTTP protocol [8]. Normally, the new music is compressed from the new music CD. A CD
includes at least 50—60 minutes of music. The total of MP3 file size will be 30—40M. That is a large amount of data for uploading these MP3 files with the HTTP protocol.

Another solution is to split the job of inserting the new music into two steps. First, the administrator uploads the full length and sample files into the corresponding directory. Then the administrator inserts the information of new music into the database. As the administrator of MP3 shopping cart, the administrator should have the permission of managing the directory tree of website. In this solution, she can use more robust FTP software for uploading those big size files with FTP protocol. After deploying the MP3 file in the directory tree, she can insert the information of the new music into the database with the *Insert the new music* module in this system. This solution makes administrators complete their work easily.

Figure 3.11 shows the administrator view web page navigation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.11 The hierarchy of the web pages for the administrator view
Chapter 4  Implementing the MP3 online shopping cart

In this chapter, we present the implementation details of the MP3 shopping system. First, we will introduce the file system in the MP3 shopping cart. The PHP scripts are generally publicly loadable. Since the Web server is configured to parse files with the extension .php using PHP interpreter, outsiders will be able to view only the uninterrupted source. However, if using files with other extension (e.g. .inc files) are placed in the web directories, anybody requesting them will receive the unparsed source. So we should be careful when using other extension. Based on this reason, two kinds of file are used in the project. They are .php files and .inc files. All the source codes with PHP tags are put in .php file. The .inc files contain only HTML tags, such as page header files and footer file.

And for security reason, the session is used in every page. Sessions in PHP are driven by a unique session ID, a cryptographically random number. This session ID is generated by PHP and stored on the client side for the lifetime of a session. It can be either stored on a user's computer in a cookie, or passed along through URLs [7]. The idea of session control is to be able to track a user during a single session on a Web site. By using it, we can easily support logging in a user and showing content according to her authorization level or personal preference. In this system, the session_start() function is always in the beginning of every script.
The MP3 shopping system consists of five main code modules as follows:

- Catalog
- User authentication
- Shopping cart
- Online payment integration
- Administration

In order to easily debug and maintain the system, the library of functions is built as functions.php file. It includes all the functions that are used in the system. This makes the source code easy to read.

4.1 Online catalog
Before implementing the online catalog, the user interface must be considered first in the home page. In this shopping cart, a main page is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Home page of the shopping cart
In this main page, all the modules' links are provided except the administration module. The user can go to any module from here. This style is used for all pages of the catalog, giving GUI of a unified style. This page is divided into header and footer. They are imported from header.inc and footer.inc files. This will avoid changing every page using this style GUI, when the user interface is changed.

From figure 4.1. we can see that there are a variety of music lists provided in shopping cart. They are as follows:

- The top sale music list
- The free music list
- The music list by artists
- The music list by genre
- The music list from the result of searching

In fact, these different lists are obtained from the different queries. In the musicshop table, it has sale_count and free columns. This was introduced in section of database design.

Using two queries as

```sql
select * from musicshop where free = 'yes' and
select * from musicshop group by id order by sale_count desc limit 3
```

retrieve data from the database. Because of consideration of space, we limit the number of result to 3 for the top sale query. These queries are passed to the get_detail(Squery) method. This method returns the results of queries.
After getting the results of queries from database, we have to put the result into an array. Here, the `result2array($result)` method is called. It returns a two dimensional array so that we can output the results of queries to screen.

The free music and top sale output is as shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3.

![Figure 4.2 Output of top sale](image-url)
The list by artists and list by genre are different from topsale list. They output artists and music genre list first and provide the links to show detailed music information. In these two list the `get_detail(Squery)` and `result2array(Sresult)` methods will be called twice separately. One is for genre or artists list. one is for detailed music information. The output list by genre is as shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5.
The list by result of searching is similar to other list functions. The `get_detail($query)` and `result2array($result)` methods are reused here. But in the search function, the judgement clause is also used. It judges what query will be passed—artists or genre. Its output screen is as shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7.
Figure 4.6 Inputting the key word for searching

Figure 4.7 The result of searching
4.2 User authentication
There are five main elements to the user authentication module: user registration, update user’s profile, login and logout, changing password, and password reminder. From the user authentication module, the session control will start to be used. Except the online catalog module, all the other modules should use session control. The session control will be used in every page. Using session control, the system can decide if the user has permission to access such a page. During registration, log-in, and check out, the SSL server will be used because the user will input or output the user’s private information over the Internet. As it was mentioned in chapter 2, links will connect to https:// rather than to http://.

For user registration, the user will be directed to the registration form to fill it. Then the system inserts the data to database. The outputting screen of registration form is as shown figure 4.8.

![User registration form](image)

Figure 4.8 User registration form
Behind this form, there are many input error check methods. First, we check if the user fills the form completely. In the database section, we mentioned that the database tables allow a column to be null. But the system doesn’t allow empty form. So we use a method `filled_out($form_vars)` to check this error. It expects to pass an array of variables in general. this will be the `$HTTP_POST_VARS` arrays or `$HTTP_GET_VARS`. It will check if they are filled out, and return true if they are and false if they are not.

In the registration form, the email address and phone number are checked by methods `valid_email($email)` and `valid_phonenumber($number)` separately. These two methods use the existing PHP feature function `ereg(string pattern, string string)`. It will return a Boolean value. According to the email address format, `ereg()` can be called as following.

```php
ereg("^[a-zA-Z0-9_+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9_+-]+\.[a-zA-Z0-9\-]+\.$", $email)
```

The parameter for phone number checking is more simpler than email address checking because we just concern if the input is a number. The method for phone number checking is:

```php
ereg("[0-9]{3}-(0-9){3}-(0-9){4}\", $number).
```

In order to avoid the user input the wrong password because the password is hidden in the form, the registration form includes a repeat password field. The error checking also includes comparing if the input values are the same in both password field and repeat password field.
Before inserting the data into database, two things have to be done. One is to check whether it is taken by others. If it is taken by others, the system outputs a error message to user.

Another is checking whether the user has logged in. In the system, the logged in user’s username is kept in the session variable. However, we cannot use session in the registration form file. The reason is that if the session is started in the begin of the registration form file, the cache of the web browser of the user can not remember the HTTP_POST_VARS values when the user returns to this page. For example, when the user doesn’t fill the form completely and clicks submit button, the system shows the error message that the user has not filled the form. But when the user comes back to registration form and want to continue fill the form, the form is emptied. Therefore, we should check whether the user logs in or not after the user clicks the submit button. If the user has logged in, the system links to the member service page automatically rather than puts the data into the database. The registration form page also provides the link to the member service as shown in figure 4.9.
The updating user's profile function is similar to registration. There are two methods to complete this function. They are `display_profileinfo('Sprofile')` that puts values of the result of database into the correspond HTML form, and `update_profile('Squery')` that send the query to update database.

Implementing the login and logout function is very easy. For login, first, using the `login()` method to check if the username and password are correct. If the `login()` returns value is "true", the username is registered as session variable – `valid_user`. In the beginning of every page, the system just checks the session variable's value; it can know which user is accessing the system. On the contrary, the session variable of `valid_user` is destroyed in the logout function. The login page is shown as figure 4.10.
In the login page, there is a link which goes to password reminder. There is a field of `password_rem_q` in the table `userinfo`. When the user fills registration form, she is asked the general question of "What is your mother's name" for password reminder. When the user needs the system to remind her password, she is asked this question again. If her answer is correct, the system will use the PHP's email function to email password to her email box. The code of email part is:

```php
mail($email, "Your password.", $msg, $from)
```

The change password function in this module is much similar to update user's profile and it is omitted here.

### 4.3 Shopping cart

This system needs the user to login before they view the shopping cart. If the user clicks the shopping cart without login, the system will return a page letting the user know that
she has to login first. and it provides useful links to the user in this page. This page is as figure 4.11.

![Shopping Cart](image)

**Figure 4.11** The system refuse the user view shopping cart

The shopping cart functionally revolves around a session variable called $cart. This is an associative array that has music_id as keys and quantity as values. although the quantity is always 1 in the MP3 shopping cart. For example, if you add a pieces of MP3 music to your shopping cart, the array would contain: 3 => 1. That is, the MP3 music with the id 3. When you view your cart, the system will use $cart array to look up the full details of the items in the database. Another session variable is used to show the total price. It is called $total_price.

When the user clicks the shopping cart, the system will display the contents of the cart. The system will execute a part of code to judge if the cart is empty. The code is following.

```php
If($cart & array_count_values($cart))
    Display_cart($cart)
```
Else

Echo "<p>Your shopping cart is empty.</p>";

As this code, if the cart has some contents, the `Display_cart($cart)` will be called. If the cart is empty, the system just displays the message to the user.

When the user click the Add to cart, the system adds the item to session variable $cart first, then it calculates the total price of items in the cart and saves it into the another session variable $total_price. Finally, the system executes the `show_cart` function and outputs the screen as figure 4.12 for the user.

![Figure 4.12 View the shopping cart](image)

In this page, the system provides two buttons: continue shopping and check out. When the user clicks continue shopping, the system will return to home page. If the user clicks the check out, the system will executes the online payment processing with the secure connection.
4.4 Online payment integration
As mentioned in shopping cart design section, we choose the iTransact for handling online payment processing. Before integration this application, we must create a test merchant account in www.iTransact.com.

When the user click Check Out, the system only loads the user’s private information from database and displays it for confirmation by user. In this page, the system also provides a link to the user to update her profile just like update profile in the user authentication module. This page is show in figure 4.13.

![Check out](image)

Figure 4.13 Check out

After the user clicks the Purchase button in this page, the system goes to the iTransact to process the online payment.

The iTransact provides three models for transaction clearing. We integrate the standard model into the system. Since the iTransact provides the API with HTML format, we just
copy the HTML code and put in our own merchant account ID and password. In the meanwhile, we have to change some values in the form. The details will be seen in the checkout.php file. The iTranact allows the merchant to test the account with the test credit card number 5454545454545454 and any expiry date. This page is shown figure 4.14.

![Online payment processing by iTranact](image)

Figure 4.14 Online payment processing by iTranact

If the credit card number is valid, the iTranact will display the message to the user and provides a link returning to the MP3 shopping cart system. The link was passed as parameter from the MP3 shopping cart to iTranact. This page is shown in figure 4.15.
Behind this page, the iTransact will send a notification about this transaction to the merchant. The user will return the download page as figure 4.16 in the MP3 shopping cart system.

When the user leaves this page, she can either click back button in the web browser or click the continue shopping link, the system will destroy the session variables $cart and $total_price. It means the user's cart is emptied.
4.5 Administration
Sine the shopping cart system is mainly for the user, the entrance of administration module should not appear in the home page. So it is put in the login page. It likes figure 4.8.

The administration interface is implemented very simply. An administration menu is implemented as figure 4.17.

![Administration Menu](image)

Figure 17 The administration menu

All functions in the administration module are exactly the same as the functions in the user authentication. For example, the Add a new MP3 function is the same as the user registration (it is as shown in figure 18.), and the show an MP3 function is same as the update user profile (it is as shown in figures 19, 20 and 21.). In most functions, we can reuse existing methods to implement.
Figure 18 Adding a new MP3 by administrator

Figure 19 Inputting the mp3’s id
Figure 20 Showing the MP3 for administrator

Figure 21 Editing information of music
However, we have to register session variable username of administrator as $admin_user rather than $valid_user. The system must distinguish the logged in user between a customer and an administrator, because the pages in administration module should not be accessed by the customer. But the administrator has the permission to access the whole site. Since this part is same as the user authentication part, the implementation is ignored.

Up to now, the shopping cart has been implemented. The more detailed code will be seen in source files.
Chapter 5  Conclusion and future work

5.1 Conclusion
The MP3 online shopping cart presents a way of development of the online shopping cart. As an online application example, it draws a structure of Web application. It implemented an exact free, robust and secure online shopping cart. On the other hand, the detailed comparison among the difference of web application development tools was provided in the project, and the MP3 shopping cart project proved that the PHP/MySQL is a rapidly developed combo on the Web application.

5.2 Future work
On one hand, as the real online music store, the seller wants to let her customers know what new music is available. So the system needs a mailing list function. Besides, the system may provide an area to collect music requests from users.

On the other hand, this application is programmed in PHP combined HTML. Although the HTML tags were inserted to the .php files for GUI, the PHP and HTML can be separated completely. After using CVS in the system, this system can be used to develop general shopping cart, and the HTML code is stored the pure .html file. Others just put their own HTML GUI, and changed a little thing (e.g. the web directory tree) in the configuration file in the system. This system will become their shopping cart whatever it is book store or computer online service.
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